Quality Steel Doors
10 Letalian Road,
Kilcoo, Newry,
Co Down.
BT34 5EY
Email mcqeng@aol.com
Web www.qualitysteeldoors.net
Land Line 02840630963
Mobile 07751560868
(ROI) 04840630963

Plan view

Serial number  YF -9003
Door 0.50mm thick. Inside & outside leaf 0.7mm.
Frame 1.4mm. Infill rockwoll or honeycomb.
13 point lockset. 90 - 110 degree invisible hinges 4 number.
Powder coat paint finish. Colour goosewing grey
Weather sealed.
Opens direction inwards or outward (for increased security best opened outward)
Comes with 7 number keys & masonry fixings
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Water-tightness
Air-tightness
Resistance to windload
Dangerous substances
Load-bearing capacity of safety device
Acoustic performance
Thermal transmittance

None
NPD
NPD
NPD
NPD
NPD
NPD

BS EN 14351-1:2006 + A1:2010
External pedestrian doorset intended to be used in garages, bespoke sheds & farm buildings
Acoustic performance
Thermal transmittance